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From the CEO’s Desk – the 4Ps of Life for Winning.

There are various challenges we face and considering the current scenario we all 

have come to an agreement that only the smartest would survive and we need to be 

very focused in our approach to optimize every opportunity. This pandemic would 

go but we would be there and we can’t be waking up and realizing that others have 

gone way ahead of us. Smarter ones are working very hard passionately and are 

moving ahead.

What after the pandemic is over? Have you thought through this?

So, start to win today – engage and rewrite the rules of winning. All you have to 

be sure about is whether its lawful and ethical and once the two boxes are 

checked , just go out with a desire to win.

Have come across people who are waiting for things to happen and still 

waiting…and surely complaining about everything even beyond circle of 

concern.  What we need is a Desire to Win and this desire comes from Passion 

within. There is no dearth of potential , all of us are very good at few things but the 

manifestation of Potential to Performance and Performance to 

Prosperity is deeply driven by Passion and an Undeterred Passion to Win. We 

can keep waiting for ideal scenarios but if you need to win – you need to rewrite the 

rules of winning. 

Favourite Quote

Win a No-Win 
situation by 
rewriting the 
rules
Vijay Sampathkumar
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Lockdown wisdom – on Economy & Governance

Muralidharan 
Saravanamuthu-
Human Resource Leader – BFSI & 
Microfinance Specialist 
muralionly@yahoo.com 

Most governments, in times of global crisis, have attempted to stimulate the market with 

short-term sops which  further aggravate the situation in the long run. It’s like treating the 

symptoms and not the root cause. Most banking challenges are due to Non-performing Assets 

(NPA) norms which are not in sync with the ground  realities of different sectors and sizes. This 

results in invoking Bankruptcy law without giving sufficient time for the businesses to recover 

which in turn depresses business sentiments. Credit off take will happen naturally when 

businesses are optimistic about the future. I see that the Government of India is not resorting to 

any knee-jerk reactions to the current situation and are still focused on fundamentals. But a sector 

specific credit,  recovery and NPA norms are the need of the hour. This would mean delinking 

ourselves from globally accepted practices in the short run.

In India, decades of crony capitalism has made our animal spirits dormant. This is a major 

mindset and system  challenge at a country level. Animal spirit is the term used to describe 

entrepreneurial spirit of people - ability to sense market opportunities and threats and ability to 

build & evolve capabilities to capitalize market opportunities and avoid impending threats on an 

ongoing basis. Market economy or free enterprise is the term used to describe the environment 

provided by the government to unleash the entrepreneurial spirit of people to realize their 

full potential. It is almost like a jungle wherein our animal spirits decide whether we prosper or 

perish. Though there are no countries which offer 100% free enterprise environment, the degree 

to which they encourage free enterprise determines the degree to which animal spirits are 

unleashed.
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Crony capitalism is the term used to describe the environment wherein there is 
nexus between politicians and business owners. It’s match fixed environment 
wherein who you know determines your success instead of your animal spirits. 
Crony capitalism is the term used to describe the environment wherein there is 
nexus between politicians and business owners.

Though there could be multiple ways of nexus, let me highlight few here: Let’s 
say there are scarce resources which requires government permission to be 
allocated. Opaque Systems ensure that the scarce resources are allotted at a very 
low price to the business owner. The real loser is the government 
exchequer. When the present government took office in 2014, with Supreme 
court’s intervention, many of these allotments were canceled and fresh auctions 
were conducted. Government received fair price for scarce resources. The 
businesses which had borrowed heavily, counting on the allotment at low cost, 
were not able to repay their loans as their business model did not factor in the 
high cost of license. Hence they collapsed and, in turn, pulled down the banks 
with them.

In certain instances like infrastructure projects, only few people were allowed to 
participate in a tender. Since the primary motive is to profit the prices were highly 
inflated to factor in cuts and inefficiencies or if the price flexibility was 
minimal, the quality of work was probably compromised. In the process, the 
animal spirits of real entrepreneurs become dormant. The real loser is the 

government exchequer



Lockdown Wisdom – On Economy & Governance
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The other point that I mentioned was about small and medium 
enterprises:

For decades, many of the small and medium enterprises were running with dual 
accounts,  one for paying minimal taxes - both direct and indirect, and another 
for doing business without paying taxes. Pricing of the products and services 
were decided based on this duality. Pricing was competitive which helped them 
get their business.

With the introduction of GST, all types of indirect taxes were subsumed under 
GST and input credit was introduced. In this new environment, it is very difficult 
to maintain dual accounts. Earlier pricing models don’t work anymore as their 
cost of doing business has gone up. Hence many of the small and medium 
enterprises are struggling to adapt to the new reality. 

Essentially, we are going through the transition pain of moving from an 
inefficient, opaque and corrupt system to an efficient, transparent and corruption-
free system. If we stay the course without buckling under political pressure, the 
mindset of people are likely to change; they are likely to learn to work in the new 
reality which will be hugely beneficial to all stakeholders in the long run.

We are going through the 
transition pain 



In the past year, all of us were unprepared for the crisis that would hit us, and some of 

us are still grappling with the new normal.  However, there was an interesting fact that 

was published in the Financial Times - the super -rich across the globe; 

have actually increased their wealth during the pandemic.

This research data goes to show that some businesses not only survived, but thrived 

during the pandemic.  Technology benefitted the most of course – “with 

work from, shop from home and get entertained from home” model. Ecommerce and 

Cloud Infrastructure rode the wave. We also had the Pharma and the Healthcare sector 

on an aggressive upward curve for obvious reasons. 

There are some winners who cropped up, who are there to stay irrespective of the 

pandemic. Here are the forerunners of the sign of the new times

ECommerce Companies – Lockdown was the inflection point for 

ecommerce companies, creating new buyers and sellers alike. With new covid 

rules India saw record sales, with Tier 3 cities registering the highest growth. Flipkart 

grew upto 50% soon after the first lockdown. The buying patterns have shifted and 

this trend seems irreversible

Online meetings have become a way of life and are here to stay. They are unlikely to 

exit from our daily lives. The stock price of zoom shot up by over 100%. Google 

Hangout and Microsoft Teams have also seen a huge spike in their daily users 

Shamitha Shetty
Founder & CEO –
Emilestones
Your Strategic Talent Acquisition 
Partner
shamitha@emilestones.net

WEALTH CREATORS IN TIMES OF CORONA

Lockdown was the 
inflection point for 
ecommerce 



Edtech companies and online teaching is another “new normal” with children and 

adults upskilling themselves in coding, and courses ranging from digital marketing, 

and data science to emotional intelligence and project management. The pandemic 

helped edtech company Byju’s to become a decacorn and cross $10.5 

billion valuation after raising new funding of about $100 million from Silicon 

Valley investor and analyst Mary Meeker's Bond Capital. Byju's is rapidly narrowing 

the gap to become the most valuable startup in the country after digital payments 

firms Paytm, which is valued at around $16 billion. 

Entertainment Streaming Services -Although the future of entertainment industry is  

uncertain ,the digital OTT platforms, music streaming platforms and radio is 

seeing a steady growth in their business models. As per a report, “with people 

confined to their houses, the consumption of content on these platforms has seen a 

surge both in terms of hours spent and newer audiences. With limited sources of 

entertainment due to the risk of contracting the contagious virus, people are bound to 

turn to the in-home entertainment options such as digital, TV and gaming and experts 

believe that this would eventually result in habit formation.”

Online Fitness – We are definitely have a lot to catch up with the start-up west in 

terms of fitness, companies like  HealthifyMe’s ‘AI dietician’ Ria has brought in 30% 

of their business during the past year, while Fitpass’ ‘AI trainer’ ARIA did well too 

with gyms being shut during the lockdown. This seems like a trend that is here to stay 

WEALTH CREATORS IN TIMES OF CORONA

Shamitha Shetty
Founder & CEO –
Emilestones 
Your Strategic Talent Acquisition 
Partner
shamitha@emilestones.net



1. Beneficiary has to Register a Death Claim at the company from 

where the policy is bought

2. Submit a request at Call center, email, branch visit....and by providing 

certain details and documents required as per the prescribed process, 

generally available at the Website of respective company, or contact their 

Financial Consultant for the assistance)

3. Company will acknowledge the request for completeness of application, 

give a transaction number and estimation of time line to settle.

4. Ask for any more documents or clarification during investigation 

(depending upon with/beyond 3 years claim)

5. Decision of acceptance and rejection of the claim is intimated to the 

customer formally

6. Payment for the accepted claim is made by NEFT of the beneficiary 

account for the amount as applicable on the policy contract. A. General 

Time line for processing -A Death claim beyond 3 years will be done 

within 1 to 7 days while for within 3 years policy will take 4-6 week. B. 

Claim Settlement Ratio for the organization is- As per the Website or at 

the IRDA data for the company

Know your Life Insurance Redemption.

Jitendra Agrawal

jita04@gmail.com



Improve your 
Margins

Lean Accounting – Understand Loss of Profits. – Senthil Kumar
Procurement – Negotiate During COVID 19 – Vishesh Singh 
Brand – GST Impact – Be Aware. – CMA Bhogavalli Mallikarjuna Gupta 



Neither your way, nor our way, just the CFO way –
LEAN ACCOUNTING
Picture this A bustling office with employees talking across the office floor, 

telephones ringing, papers piled up on all the desk as far as your vision goes, 

employees chasing information, a search for important documents is being carried out 

in a pool of files lying all over the place, a sense of urgency in the voices around.

Sounds like the description of how your accounting and finance team operates? It is 

time you asked the most important question: Is your team productive enough 

to reach the desired objective?

An analysis of the productivity brings out the core element of wastages to the 

forefront. Identifying the wastages is one thing and changing the processes 

in order to minimize the wastages is a different ball game altogether. It is often seen 

that teams are downsized or people are replaced with machines with an expectation to 

increase productivity and reduce wastage. This often leads to an adverse effect rather 

than changing things for the better. Newgen CFO services focuses on long 

term solutions rather than knee jerk reactions.  A better approach walks in at this 

point: Lean, higher productivity lesser wastage. A term which was 

coined for the factory floor is now seen marching towards offices. Lean focusses on 

better execution of the accounting function, reducing man hours, eliminating 

redundant activities and thereby streamlining the accounting process.

Tune in to find out how 
LEAN ACCOUNTING can 
help you

Senthil Kumar S

CFO Newgen

Senthil.kumar@newgen.co



Procurement & Sourcing  : Negotiation with COVID -19

Organisations operating at the highest levels of procurement function, have well defined
strategic and professional procurement goals for their requirements. However, all strategies

are limited by the imagination of the worst case scenarios (even Israel’s Tenth Man!),
which in turn are built on the analysis of the existing situations & historical data. COVID
and SUEZ brought these analysis and these strategies down to their knees and the aftermath
is there for all to see.

“It’s a game of chess. Every contestant faces multitude of choices, with every second
spent in decision making, increasing the chances of failure exponentially, like a gargantuan
monster of game theory. It’s a game of DESPERATION.”

That is how I define Procurement Negotiations.

Purchase Managers have always sought and waited for the quarter-ends and year-ends to
capitalize on the pending targets of the sales teams. Pre-sales teams have always bundled
unnecessary SKUs along with those requested by the purchase managers. This game has
been severely affected by COVID.

I had a long discussion with a very successful pre-sales executive about a deal, he had
closed the previous day.

He had the following advice for the purchase managers:

1. Always discuss all components of the deal. A peripheral, seemingly inconsequential
part of the purchase may become a thorn, only at the end of the negotiations.

2. Ask for the best discounts upfront. If you need a xx% discount, ask for it. Try not to
reach the xx% in three-four iterations. You might reach your goal by continuous
haggling, but there would always be hidden costs.

Procurement :

It’s a game of chess –

Vishesh Singh
Manager IT-
Procurement & Risk Compliance
officialvishesh3110@gmail.com



Procurement & Sourcing  : Negotiation with COVID -19

3. Ask the pre-sales team about their targets. They might have other
products to sell which you might need. Exceptional discounts may be available.

4. Whatever penalties you planned on imposing, have already been included in
the first proposal.

I asked him if he would give the same advice even though, we now lived in a

COVID world. He just said, “The desperation is higher. But the
scales have become balanced”.

It took me a while to understand what he meant by the balancing of the scales.
The realisation came when I was in discussion with a purchase manager, about
how COVID has affected her functioning.

“It’s a bloodbath. The CTO wants me to provision at the earliest within the
measly budget. The shipment has to come from Singapore. The account
manager playing hardball too. It’s becoming desperate.”

While COVID has made sales difficult, leading to desperation to sell, it has also
made the supply lines constrict to the point of collapsing. No longer, is
everything available for purchase and no longer, everybody is purchasing.

We, purchase managers and account managers alike, just have to wait it out,
maybe for a little while and in the meantime, be understanding of each other’s
troubles, just have some empathy.

“The desperation is higher. 
But the scales have become 
balanced”.

Vishesh Singh 

Manager IT-
Procurement & 
Risk Compliance
officialvishesh3110@gmail.com



Brands are created keeping view of the future sales and to
connect with customers emotionally. In the GST World, the brand

be it registered or unregistered is expensive as it is taxable.

The taxability of an item changes once it is branded be it registered
or unregistered under GST from exempt supply to taxable supply.
Once it is taxable, the applicable tax rate will be applicable on the
item.

In the case of M/S Sarvasiddhi Agrotech Pvt. Ltd Vs Union of
India, the Tripura High Court ruled that the GST applicable on
Sale of Rice even if Brand name is not registered. The petitioner is
selling Non-Basmati un-branded rice in 25 kgs bags under the
brand names Aahar Normal”, “Aahar Gold” and “Aahar Premium
without levy payment of taxes.

The petitioner’s contention is that they are using brand for internal
quality purpose and also the brands are not registered, hence not
taxable. The department has held that basis of the Notification No.
28/2017-Central Tax (Rate), dated 22nd September 2017, it is
taxable and the he division bench of Justices S.G.Chattopadhyay
and Akil Kuraishi held that The brand names under which the
petitioner was selling the rice may not have been registered,
nevertheless it could lead to an actionable claim in a court of law.

Brand – Is Expensive In The GST World 

CMA Bhogavalli 
Mallikarjuna Gupta 

Senior Vice President –
Taxation Practice –
ArBhar Consulting

mallikarjuna.gupta@arbharconsulting.com



In order to avoid inviting liability of tax, the petitioner had to
forgone such actionable claim which also the authorities found the
petitioner had not done.

ArBhar Consulting view is that retailers or rice millers who are
selling with unregistered brand should be charging GST else if it
comes to the notice of the tax officials, notices can be issued under
Section 73 and 74 of the CGST Act 2017 and end up paying
interest and penalties. The above judgement clearly proves that
GST is not a tax reform but a Business Reform and taxpayers have
to change their business process to meet the ever-changing tax
laws.

Disclaimer

Any views or opinions represented above are personal and belong
solely to the author and do not represent those of people,
institutions, or organizations that the author may or may not be
associated with in professional or personal capacity unless
explicitly stated. Any views or opinions are not intended to malign
any religion, ethnic group, club, organization, company, or
individual.

Brand – Is Expensive In The GST World 

CMA Bhogavalli 
Mallikarjuna Gupta 

Senior Vice President –
Taxation Practice –
ArBhar Consulting

mallikarjuna.gupta@arbharconsulting.com



Respect the FOUR letter Word – Data 
S Anand 



The digital age that we are in will dramatically change the way we do things. We are
experiencing first-hand the way we hailed taxies; the way we ordered food; the way
we shopped and the way we connected with each other. We are at the threshold of a

scenario where every action of ours is captured somewhere and
analysed and this is just the beginning.

The seeds were sown when we started using the computers where we started storing
data in magnetic medium. Data moved from paper form (which was hard to maintain,
probably of destruction was high and back ups were expensive, impractical for large
volumes). Today we have loads of data streaming in continuously both in structured
and unstructured forms. A structured data is one that has proper definition as it is
stored – example, a data base, table, column etc. An unstructured data is one that has
many formats and has no single definition. Example: social media messages, audio
clips, video files, images etc. Let us focus on structured data – the most common in
use in the corporate world. You would be able to recollect any meeting that you
would have attended where, despite state-of-the-art systems in place, there were:

1. Excel sheets are extensively used to ‘massage’ data

2. Animated conversations questioning the authenticity of the data

Sounds familiar, isn’t it? Precisely the issue. State of the art, enterprise-wide systems
are all fantastic tools to help us with information. BUT that information is useful and

complete ONLY if the data is of high quality, else meetings will remain
exercises of proving the data right rather than discussing the insights of the
data. It is extremely important for an organisation to map the entire life cycle of data
and have a published process of managing the data across every step of data’s life
cycle. In simple terms, Data must be governed from the point it is sourced till the data
is purged or archived.

Respect the Four-letter Word - DATA

Anand S
Passionate Data Management 
professional

anand.s@outlook.sg

Meetings will remain exercises 
of proving the data right



Creation / Sourcing | Storing | Accessing | Using | Sharing | Archiving |
Purging

At every point data must be governed. The better the data is governed,
higher is the quality of the data. There is popular saying – “what gets
measured, gets done”. This statement becomes more aligned with data. The
more we measure the quality of data, the more the organisation gets done.
To implement this and institutionalise this, organisations must have top-
down approach with a Data Office defining the Data Governance
standards, publishing named Data Owners and Data Stewards. The roles
of Data Owners and Data Stewards be clearly explained.

A visible focus on Data Discipline will bring every stakeholder to:

 Provide the right information

 Have the right access

 Use for right purpose

 Share with responsibility

 Archive or purge post the life of data.

Data is key for decision making. Data quality is paramount to take right
decisions.

Its time CxOs stand up with pride and say “In Data we Trust”

Happy Data-ing

The typical points of Data’s life cycle are:

Anand S
Passionate Data Management 
professional

anand.s@outlook.sg

The better the data is 
governed, higher is the 
quality of the data. 



Time Management Preeti Singh



Time Management . Ways to be Productive – Not Just Being Busy

Time optimization has always been integral to success in life, whether 
one is an entrepreneur or an employee. The importance of time 
optimization has only grown over the years as our schedules have 
become more hectic, our deadlines have become tighter and events 
beyond our control like getting stuck in a traffic snarl have shot up. 

Thus, efficiency has become critical since all of us have only 24 hours 
in a day. While the extended work from home during this pandemic 
has cut down travel time for most of us, the line between office tasks 
and household chores has now blurred which means the pace of day 
to day work has not slackened even a bit. On the contrary, one often 
hears colleagues and family how work life balance has gone for a toss 
due as official assignments seem unending. Truth be told, even with 
work from home, it is important for both physical and mental well-
being that people take regular breaks to relax and de-stress. 

So what is time optimization and how does it work? Simply put, time 
optimization is not a complex exercise or rocket science formula but it 
is our conscious and continuous effort to ensure that we do not waste 
our time. We seldom realise but throughout the day, there are several 
distractions at play, particularly nowadays in the work from home 
environment. As a result, a few minutes wasted here and there add up 
to become a couple of hours towards the end of the day. When we look 
back, these few hours could have been surely utilised more 
meaningfully and led to higher productivity. 

Preeti S
Director Sales 
Corporate & Channel 
Preetisingh212@gmail.com

Director Sales - Regenesys

There are several 
distractions at play



Time Management…Continued

Following are some possible ways for time optimization:

Have a to-do list where tasks are prioritised basis their urgency and 
importance. It is always good to spend some time at the start the week with 
least 60% of your calendar filled with pre-fixed meetings and to-do lists.

It is always good to set a time limit to execute a task in order to achieve 
time optimization. Assuming, you know that it will take two hours to 
execute the same, you can set that time limit before you begin the day. It 
will make you more focussed and increase your efficiency

It’s always important to take small breaks when one has multiple things to 
complete on a given day. One can take small breaks by listening to music, 
going for a walk or just closing eyes and catching 40 winks. 

While planning for the day, also keep a calendar or chart handy where you 
note down key deadlines for specific projects or presentations or even the 
time needed to prepare for a critical meeting. 

Last but not least, do not attempt to squeeze too much in a single day. 
There are always some activities or tasks that can be easily postponed.

It is evident that time optimization is a simple function and requires just 
10-15 minutes of an individual’s time every day. At the same time, its 
benefits are multi-fold and immense as it raises efficiency, productivity and 
quality of work while cutting down unwanted stressSet a Time limit for Each 

Activity

Preeti S
Director Sales
Preetisingh212@gmail.com



Expanding the 
horizon –
Learning new 
languages.

By Shanthi Venkat



Why learning an another language is important?

One of the most practical and effective ways to make use of your spare
time in these days of lockdown is to start learning a new skill. It could
be anything -learning to dance, sing, paint, read , learn a new language
etc.

Global world In today’s highly interconnected and interdependent
world , proficiency in other languages is an indispensable skill that
opens door to many opportunities-both in your neighbourhood and in
the global world. The many cognitive benefits of learning
languages are undeniable. People who speak more than
one language have improved memory, problem-solving and critical-
thinking skills, enhanced concentration, ability to multitask, and better
listening skills.

A Business Connect One of the most rewarding experience is the
ability to connect with others in the language they know and
organizations feel very comfortable when we speak in our native
language It’s indeed an incredible gift. You establish lifetime
relationships with customers / organizations when you are able to
communicate well. Bilinguals have indeed the unique ability to strike
a chord and connect to wider range of people.

A Personal Connect In My personal experience is that colloquial
language is easier learnt from people you meet in your day to day life-
your errand boy, your maid, your supermarket vendor, your cab driver
etc.

Bilinguals have indeed the 
unique ability to strike a 
chord

Shanthi Venkat
Academic Head 
Shrine Vailankanni 
Global School
venky.shanthi@gmail.com



Spike in your confidence levels

The first ground rule while learning a language is to remember that it’s
normal and ok to make mistakes even if in public presence. It’s a part
of the learning process. Learning a language is moving out of your
comfort zone which is so essential to grow. The upside is the amazing
sense of accomplishment when you succeed in conversing in their
native language. Learning a language strengthens your confidence.

Travel and vacations As its famously quoted “ The limits of your
language are the limits of the world”. That’s so true!! Knowing one
more language opens up varied travel destination possibilities. Fluency
in the local language is an added advantage . But locals do
acknowledge and appreciate the effort you attempt to communicate in
the language they know. Your vacations become much more
interesting. You will able to experience the authentic side of the
country. Pack your backpack and get going!

So, Where to Start ? Fortunately, gone are the days where the only
way to learn another language is to rough it out in a foreign country or
go back to high school language classes where you learnt endless
grammar , scored a 90+, held a university rank but still could not speak
that language. There are now many different online lessons and
tutorials to help you become proficient in the language of your choice.
Language schools have completely changed their teaching
methodology to learn a language today- be it English, French, Spanish,
German, Japanese or Chinese.

Learn a language today and broaden your horizons in more than
one way

The limits of your language 
are the limits of the world

Shanthi Venkat
Academic Head 
Shrine Vailankanni 
Global School
venky.shanthi@gmail.com



Digital Maturity Upasana Koul



“We have to amplify our digital strength” says almost every business leader 
now. And most certainly the team that is responsible for doing it is so diverse 
that finding the one who starts the chain reaction is a task.

Digital transformation is a buzzword these days. Especially with Covid 
challenging the conventional means to do business, every business leader is 
looking for an incremental digital footprint. 

The most challenging part is that going digital can turn out to be very simple or 
very complex at the same time. Why, you may ask ? Let’s walk through a few 
points together :

Organizations that are successfully going digital have started by answering 
a very simple question.

As Simon Sinek says, always “Start with WHY”. 

The moment any organization is clear with the vision, planning the roadmap is a 
comparatively easy task. The critical thing is that the answer to the “WHY” has 
to be perfectly aligned with the business objectives. Eventually, going digital is a 
tool to help your organization achieve its objectives in an efficient and effective 
manner. 

Every impactful change starts with some hard questions.

Assessment of delta between the as-is state and the vision gives a kickstart to the 
digitization process. And mind you, the assessment is not just for the digital 
department, it is for the entire organization. The fact is that the digital 
department is just a conduit for the entire business goals to be met through 
digitization. For example, the assessment may result in highlighting gaps in 
diverse areas like :

Upasana Koul
Founder – The Stack Co.

upasana@thestackco.in

Building Resilience – A Continuous Effort 

Start with WHY - Every 
impactful change 
starts with some hard 
questions.



How the business communicates with consumers and how do the 

insights get captured digitally

How the insights translate into decision making

How the social listening result into data and further into actionable 

insights

How the business intelligence tools throw relevant data for 

relevant levels in the organization

How the social platforms interact with the offline business

The list may be long or short based on the scope of 

assessment and the existing gaps. Whatever the case may 

be, the execution is based on the linkage between the 

digital vision and the gaps.

It is not a sprint it is a marathon 

The digital maturity of your organization also follows a lifecycle

that needs to be understood thoroughly before the execution starts. 

For Example, a simple use case is an organization whose objective 

is to get close to its consumers by leveraging data to enable better 

products/services may lead the III life cycle

Upasana Koul
Founder – The Stack Co.

upasana@thestackco.in

Building Resilience – A Continuous Effort 

Digital maturity is not a 
sprint it is a marathon 



The stage of the life cycle will help you visualize the 

components of your digital roadmap into two key components : 

Strategic and Tactical and both are equally important for 

becoming a Digital Champion.

These are simple yet complex components of identifying an 

organization’s digital journey. And being agile is the new norm (Go, 

test, repeat). In other words, Digital is Everything; Everything is 

Digital.

Upasana Koul

Founder –

The Stack Co.

upasana@thestackco.in



Travelogue Sheenu Jain



It was a weekend in Rishikesh when Friend Sandeep who lives in Dehradun asked 
me to join him for a camping on a Saturday Night. Location decided was 

Bhadraraj which is extremely far and takes almost 3 hours ride. I made up my 

plan and then I said Let us go for it.

But then the Question was how I will travel to Dehradun in this lockdown since the 
public transport was also shut. So, I asked one of my friends Balli, from Rishikesh, 
to borrow his Avenger bike. And fortunately, he said yes, and he told me the way to 
reach Dehradun without any police intervention and I was all set to go and Balli 
also decided to join this trip and decided to leave after lunch.

So, after our lunch we went to Dehradun, Balli rode the bike from Highway. One of 
the police also checked us however we got away with it. 

We reached around 3 PM which was late to leave for Bhadraraj, so Sandeep 
changed the plan and asked us to come directly to another location which was 
Dharkot, closer to the Rishikesh. So, we rode another 1 hour to reach that point. 
When we reached, there we met two more friends named Yash urf Khandu and 

Mudit urf Baba. Suddenly we realised that we had only 4 litres of water and 
we had to cook Maggi for evening and Daal Khichdi for Dinner.

So, 2 of us went down to bring more water. Whilst they were gone, we 3 started 
searching for Grass to prepare our bed for the night since we had only 2 yoga mat 

and we were 5. Also, we had limited blankets. So, we made a bed of 

grass and started collecting woods to fire them up. It was an amazing teamwork. 
Khandu is a hardcore Chef, he chopped the veggies by himself and fried Maggi. 

The Incomplete Camping with Complete Adventure...

Sheenu Jain

Avid Traveller –

Sheenu22jain@gmail.com



Till this time, it was all dark. We did star gazing a little and then what we 
realised that there was huge thunder suddenly and winds became heavy, we could see 

black clouds coming above us. We could smell rain and thus we all started 

packing our stuff back and thought to sit under the 2 Mats as we had no roof option 
nearby. Luckily, we had few plastics under which we covered our bags.

Guess what as soon as we packed our bags and sat under the Mat, it started raining 
very heavily. We all started laughing, making fun of our bad planning and location 

selection and this continued for like 40 min. Imagine 5 people under 2 Mats 
sitting too closely, getting wet and laughing continuously. Khandu recorded the entire 
conversation in audio format.

At one point, we all were completely wet, and the weather became supper chilled. We 

all started shivering. Then I decided not to miss the chance of capturing the 
lifetime moment by bravely coming out of the tent in that super chilled weather. I 
am happy that I still have that video😅. 

After 5 minutes the water stopped and all the clouds went, the sky was as clear as 
never before and we were like what had just happened. It took us 5 min to come out 
of that shock. Then we all planned to leave the place immediately as everything was 
wet and even our grass bed was gone😅 Then we all decided to change our clothes 
first to stop the shivering. After 10 min the weather started becoming normal and there 
was hot wind again and then we started feeling normal. It was around 10Pm at that 
time. Then suddenly Sandeep started feeling hungry and planned to cook and eat 
Maggi and then leave for Rishikesh. When we started preparing it, we realised that 

while packing bags we threw our extra water and that our entire spices 
collection was kept open and thus it got mixed in the mud, so we had no option but to 
cook Maggi again.

The Incomplete Camping with Complete Adventure...
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We started collecting Dry woods which was near to impossible. Fire 
was blowing out again and again, there was so much of smoke that our 
eyes were not even opening. Balli & myself were finding dry wood sticks 
continuously. In this struggle, Baba’s shoes got burn and then he was sad 
and we were still laughing. Coming back to the topic, Somehow, we 
managed and guess what this time Maggi took 2 hours to cook. 

We were like going mad. Everyone is hungry and tired. No water, No food. 
No place to sit. Everyone wanted to reach home badly at that time. 

We all finally left at Night around 12 Pm and we were so tired that 
everyone was slipping while descending. Story does not end here, we 
reached Rishikesh, and Baba started feeling hungry and for him we made 
Khichdi using the same Pulses and Rice which we were supposed to cook 
during camping.

I cooked khichdi for everyone, and it was not at all tasty, but I do not know 
why everyone was calling it tasty🧐 Maybe they were tired, or their taste 
buds were not good😂

Finally, we slept around 4 PM tired & exhausted.

That is why I am calling this camping as Incomplete, but it was 
surely filled with Adventure and Thrill and gave us some lifetime 
lessons and memories...

The Incomplete Camping with Complete Adventure...

Sheenu Jain

Avid Traveller –

Sheenu22jain@gmail.com



We at ArBhar Consulting launched new services offering enhancing our leadership 

team during the month of May 2021. With we expanding our Digital Transformation 

practice which is lead by Arun Shetty by adding cloud Services and End Point 

Security Consulting lead by Halchal Padhi. 

We Have also added Insurance Consulting as a practice lead by Jitendra Agrawal a 

HDFC Life Veteran and keen to add impact to the insurance cost of various corporates 

and optimise their margins.

Our Core objective is to enhance and optimise margins for our customers and we are 

slowly but steadily increasing our service offerings and we are counting on you to 

provide support and improve everyday.

During the month of May 2021, we kick 
started our delivery of Fixed Asset Audit 
for Mid Size Clothing Company. 

While the project is ongoing, we also 
started delivery of Warehouse Audit for a 
very large global brand of home décor.

We are glad to see the economy opening 
up and most of you have reached out to us 
to start scheduling the delivery.

Thanks much and let’s get rolling.

Remember – Winning Matters. 

ArBhar in April ‘ 21



TIME TO LOOK AHEAD

Reach out to ArBhar Consulting 
– Your Advisory Partner 

For strategic Consulting.

We will continue to sail through 
the challenges together .

Together we stay together we 
win

www.ArBharConsulting.com


